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Message from the Chairman of the
Aero Club of South Africa

Boodskap van die Voorsitter van die
Aero Klub van Suid-Afrika

Once again it is my privilege to welcome you on behalf of
the Aero Club of South Africa to the sixth annual Air
Display and the Second Techno Air Rally.

Weer eens is dit vir my 'n voorreg om u namens die Aero
Klub van Suid-Afrika te verwelkom na die sesde jaarlikse
Lugvertoning en die tweede Techno Lugtydren.

The progress that aviation has made in recent years will
be reflected both in the flying programme and the static
exhibition.

Die vooruitgang van die lugvaart gedurende die afgelope
paar jaar sal weerspieel word in beide die vliegprogram
en die statiese uitstallings.

Events such as these contribute greatly to increased
interest in aviation and the support of the public enables
South Africa to be represented at World Championships
in aviation sport.

Hierdie verrigtinge dra veel by tot groter belangstelling in
die lugvaart en die ondersteuning van die publiek maak
Suid-Afrikaanse deelname aan Wereldkampioenskappe
in die lugsport moontlik.

There is no doubt that the healthy spirit of competitive
precision flying and navigation skill stimulates greater
skill and safety in the air and we are grateful for the continued sponsorship of the Rally by Techno Aviation
Services (Pty.) Ltd.

Daar bestaan geen twyfel dat die gesonde gees van
wedywering in die vliegkuns veiligheid en bedrewendheid stimuleer nie en ons is dus dankbaar dat Techno
Aviation Services (Edms.) Bpk. steeds hierdie lugtydren
onderskryf.

I would like to thank the Johannesburg Light Plane Club
for the organisation of today's events and express our
sincere appreciation to the South African Air Force whose
participation will again be a highlight of the flying
programme.

Ek wil ook graag ons dank uitspreek teenoor die
Johannesburg Ligtevliegtuigklub vir die reelings van
vandag se verrigtinge en ons waardering betuig aan die
Suid-Afrikaanse Lugmag vir hulle deelname wat weer 'n
glanspunt in die program sal wees.

Your support is greatly appreciated and we wish you a
pleasant day at Baragwanath.

U ondersteuning word hoog op prys gestel en ons wens
u 'n genotvolle dag toe te Baragwanath.

Brig. James Gilliland

Brig. James Gilliland

Message from the Chairman of Techno Aviation Services (Pty.) Ltd.
As one of the leading Air Charter Operators in South Africa, Techno Aviation is again very privileged to be able to sponsor
the 1972 Air Race at Baragwanath, and to be working in conjunction with the Johannesburg Light Plane Club.
This year will be the 2nd time that Techno Aviation has had an opportunity to contribute to such a meaningful event, and all
of us in any way associated with the company are very pleased to do so.
Together with the invaluable support from the public and the interest and participation shown by the Air Force unit, limitless
advances can be made in the development of aviation by such events as this Techno Air Race.
I should like to wish the entrants of the race much good luck, and to thank the public for attending, and I hope they have an
enjoyable day here at Baragwanath.
G. E. Mennie

ZD'C E9 I n WORLD FAMOUS
TOWER RU1LDING 111 AXES

Potain Crane Type 982 in use at Cabora Bassa Dam.
Effective radius of jib — 63,5 m.
Capacity at 63,5 m — 3 900 kg.
Potain Cranes manufactured and supplied by:

UNITECH BUILDING EQUIPMENT (PTY) LTD.
cor. llth Road and 1st Ave., Kew. Johannesburg.
P.O. Box 31324, Braamfontein.
Tel. 636-7060/1.
Telex 43-8149 SA

Always ask

Ingersoll - Rand
To advise you about the hire of:

PORTABLE COMPRESSORS
CONTRACTING AND MINING EQUIPMENT
We also have a comprehensive range
of compaction equipment

Tel. 869-5361
Telex JH 43-O366
P.O. Box 3720 — Alrode — Transvaal
Branches at Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, Durban, East London, Welkom, Kimberley and Windhoek

With the compliments of

SEA - MAX
SEAWEED CAPSULES
FOOD FROM THE SEA

RIDGEWAY MOTORS
(PTY) LTD.
Your service station for
- RELIABLE REPAIRS
- TUNE-UPS
- EXCELLENT LUBRICATION
- PROMPT DRIVEWAY SERVICE
Cor. RIFLE RANGE and KIMBERLEY ROADS
RIDGEWAY, JOHANNESBURG.
Tel.: 830-3200

The modern diet often leaves the body short of
vital minerals and vitamins-this can result in
incapacitations and illness. Seaweed contains
more than 60 trace elements as well as vitamins
and amino acids all in natural proportions. You
owe it to your health and vitality.
BALANCED BY NATURE-NOT BY MAN

Telephone or write to:

CANTON
oncrics4(t) hd
P.O. Box 52060, Saxonwold. Transvaal
Telephone 47-2241

GLIDING??
A little-known sport by normal standards which receives virtually
no publicity from press or radio.
So what's it all about?
A glider once it has been towed aloft has no motive power and
relies entirely on the whims of the elements and the skills of the
pilot to remain airborne.
Doesn't this limit gliders to a rather narrow sphere of activity you
may ask?
NO! The performance of modern gliders and the skills developed
by their pilots have reached a stage where a glider can take off
from Lubeck in the far north east of Germany and fly 1440 km. to
Biarritz on the Spanish French border and in England recently a
pilot managed with the aid of a thunderstorm and other quirks of
the atmosphere to fly his frail craft to 42, 500 ft. above sea-level,
(eight miles high, well above the operating altitude of normal jet
liners). A world record perhaps? No! The World Height record is
still held by an American with an altitude in excess of 46,000 ft.

angular course. His speed was 135 km. per hour. This record has
stood unbroken for several years. A further testimony to the magnificent gliding weather here in South Africa is the ever increasing
number of foreign visitors to our annual National Championships
held at Bloemfontein. It requires a tremendous incentive to get a
pilot to travel 6,000 miles to say nothing of the expense of getting
his glider here.
This afternoon you will see the spectacular side of gliding, effortless aerobatics, beatups off the runways, noiseless except for the
hiss of the airflow. You will wonder how long these machines will
be able to fly so close to the ground before they have to land,
because remember, they have no engine to assist them to stay
airborne.
Should this short article and the flying demonstration you see fire
your imagination sufficiently to think of gliding as a hobby, take a
step further, come and visit us at the Witwatersrand Gliding Trust.
We operate each and every weekend from this airfield and we will
be more than pleased to give prospective members an introductory
flight in one of our two-seaters. Should this then convince you that
gliding is for you, you will be interested in the following:

Such then is the scope of gliding.
South Africa can boast of the best gliding weather in the world. It
is particularly suited to closed circuit speed flights, proof of this is
the World Record held by Bomber Jackson (a South African Airways Captain by profession) for a flight around a 500 km. tri-

You would expect togosolo. if you are an average pupil, after about
30 aerotows. Each aerotow will cost you around R2.50 and the
hire of the glider R3.00 per hour. It works out at less than half the
price of power flying.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU.

Witwatersrand Gliding Trust

WARNING
USED CARITIS FEVER
VERY CONTAGIOUS TO ALL COLOURS & CREEDS

SYMPTOMS
CONTINUAL SEEKING OF A GOOD USED CAR REGARDLESS OF VINTAGE. HABITUALLY SEEN KICKING TYRES
AT DIFFERENT USED CAR DEALERS. PATIENT HAS FARAWAY LOOK AT ALL TIMES. WONT LISTEN TO PLEAS OF
WIFE AND CHILDREN. RUNS UP LARGE PHONE BILLS AT
NIGHT PERTAINING TO USED CAR ADVERTS IN DAILY
NEWSPAPERS. MUMBLES TO SELF WHEN ASLEEP. LIES
TO EVERYONE.

ONLY KNOWN CURE
TREATMENT
USUAL MEDICATION USELESS. DISEASE NOT FATAL IF
CAUGHT IN TIME.
VICTIM SHOULD GO AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE TO
NEAREST RAND RENAULT USED CAR DEPT. FOR
COMPLETE RELIEF OF MIND AND TO BECOME PROUD
OWNER OF ONE OF THEIR FABULOUS USED CARS.

CONSULTING ROOMS:

HOURS:

74 FREDERICK STREET 834-7121
132 MARSHALL STREET 21-2321
8 a.m. to 5 30 p.m. WEEKDAYS
8 a.m. to 1 p.m. SATURDAYS

NATIONAL AIRWAYS CORPORATION
(PTY) LTD.

RAND AIRPORT GERMISTON TVL
RANDSE LUGHAWE GERMISTON TVL

nac flies a wide range of Beech
Aircraft including the Baron 58
pictured here.

TEL. 51-6205/9

nac vlieg 'n groot verskeidenheid
van Beech-vliegtuie insluitende die
Baron 58 waarvan die foto hier
verskyn.

For further detailed information contact —
BEECHCRAFT SALES
Hangar No. 9
Rand Airport
Germiston
Tel: 51-6601
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With the Compliments
of

FINANCIERS OF DISTINCTION

CONSOLIDATED MANAGEMENT & INVESTMENTS (PTY) LTD.

plan reproduction

WEVO
PTY. LTD.
ph. no. 21-8349

P.O. BOX 5130
Johannesburg

O

THE GRAYS
Suite 412
Von Weilligh St.

SKYDIVERa pilot or a passenger
by
PAT FARLEY

Today's sport parachutist is a far cry from the old barnstorming days, when a man who jumped from a (lying
machine at country-fairs and the local airshow was .1
daredevil in every sense of the word. The equipment he
uses now is the most sophisticated of its type in the world,
and has more than 25 years of expert knowledge behind
it.
It's more than pure luck and a cold disregard for death
that the group of three or more skydivers you see jump
from an aircraft flying at up to 100 miles an hour one-anda-half miles above the ground in high altitude winds Serge Edelsohn of the South African Skydiving Centre
sometimes reaching 60 miles an hour — is able to land in free fall over the Vaal River. He is in a "frog" position.
Pholo: Pat Smith of the South African Skydiving Centre, Vereeniging
on a target area less than 10 feet in diameter.
This it has most certainly done. Completely different in
design from the conventional circular parachute, the
Para-Commander incorporates many of the same principles of aerodynamics that allow a heavier-than-air
The wide misconception continues that the parachutist is machine to fly.
an irresponsible person taking a chance on whether or
not his canopy is going to open and let him safely down One of the most comforting factors of the Para-Comto the ground. The real truth is that the only danger in mander is its rate of glide. For every 10 feet it descends
skydiving, as in practically any other of the less leisurely with a skydiver weighing about 180 lb., it moves 11£ feet
horizontally. Many a jumper who has erred in his judgesports, is over-confidence.
ment of the despatch point is most grateful for this. The
However, confidence in the equipment one is using is impact of landing is the same as jumping from a wall
obviously essential. Those multi-coloured canopies one three feet high. If there's anyone who can't do that without
sees floating down from the sky above every airfield near hurting himself, then even stepping off a pavement could
South Africa's larger towns and cities are the most be fraught with awful images in his mind of lasting
advanced sport parachutes in the world.
injury.
Not only in South Africa, but in most western countries With this equipment and the skills — no superhuman,
where skydiving is growing, jumpers are turning to the but simply gained through trial and error — he uses in
American-designed Para-Commander.
coming to terms with his aerial environment, the sports
There is a fine combination of hard-earned skill and
advanced equipment that puts today's jumper on to that
centre disc.

The history of the Para-Commander began in France,
where Pierre Lemoigne, an aviator and engineer, constructed a parachute that, when towed, would ascend.
Its design was based on aeronautical wing and airfoil
principles.
In 1961 the parachute was brought to America by a
company associated with the earliest days of parachuting.
From then it was only a matter of time before a parachute
that went up would also come down and revolutionise
the sport of skydiving.
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parachutist is a fortunate person. He has confidence to
participate in-one of the most exhilarating experiences
offered in any sport in this century of the space age.
John Benham won the South African national parachuting championships (for the fourth time) at Tarlton,
Transvaal, and will captain South Africa's team to the
World Championships in the U.S.A. this year. The team
was selected from the first five place winners: John
Benham (capt.), Tony Buhlman, Tony Erlank, Ashley
Leach and Pat McConnell.

AERO SALES WORKSHOPS (PTY) LTD

Fully equipped for all your maintenance requirements
Specialists in engine overhauls
Certificates of Airworthiness
Hangar No. 7, Rand Airport

PHONE US FOR A QUOTE

Tel.: 51-6544

PILED

FOUNDATIONS
*

AUGERED AND UNDERREAMED

*

DURA JUNIOR DRIVEN

*

CAISSONS

SITE INVESTIGATION

DURA

IN SITU SOIL PROFILING

*

DIAMOND CORE DRILLING

*

UNDISTURBED

*

DYNAMIC CONE PENETRATION

*

PIEZOMETER INSTALLATIONS

FOUNDATION

68 FOURTH STREET
P.O.

*

•

SOIL SAMPLING

CO. (S.A.) (PTY.)

BOOYSENS RESERVE

BOX 38041, BOOYSENS RESERVE, T R A N S V A A L

•

LTD.

JOHANNESBURG
TELEPHONE 834-6301
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MICHAEL HOPE & CO.
Asphalt Contractors
Paving Specialists
Commercial, Industrial
and Residential.

THE FRIENDLY FIRM

The Servicing Firm for Aircraft

JARLIN AVIATION SERVICES (PTY) LTD.
All Work Fully Guaranteed

Servicing on all types of Light Aircraft
Rebuilding a speciality

Contractors for
aprons and taxiways
at Baragwanath Airport

TRY US

25 Derby Road
BERTRAMS

Telephone:
24-4296

YOU'LL COME AGAIN

P.O. Box 27599
BERTSHAM

Phone:
830-4607

RAND REINFORCING CONTRACTORS (PTY.) LTD.
REINFORCED CONCRETE EN6INEERS

^

REINFORCING STEEL—supplied,
cut, bent and wired into position
REINFORCING STEEL YARD:

OFFICES:
908 Access City
5 Beacon Road (Cor. Staib Street)
New Doornfontein, Johannesburg
Phone: 23-8968/9

102 Clarke Street North
Alrode, Alberton
Phone: 869-5107
869-7423

Postal Address: P.O. BOX 31378, BRAAMFONTEIN, TRANSVAAL
Newcastle Branch: P.O. BOX 502, Telephone 8010, Newcastle
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eronav
.cademy

ROBOT
for all your

Commercial Pilot Licence
Senior Commercial Pilot Licence

—

PAINT

—

—

HARDWARE
TIMBER

Complete Ground Training to
D.C.A. Examinations Standards

37 BOOYSENS ROAD/WEG

Classroom Instruction given by
Lecturers holding the highest
professional qualifications.

BOOYSENS
PHONE: 834-3594

Tel. 51-5625 or write to
P.O. Box 239, Germiston for details

THE LOCAL SPECIALIST COMPANY

Prompt Persona/ Service...
• WHEN YOU NEED IT
• WHERE YOU NEED IT
Immediate quotations at favourable rates

ALL CLASSES OF AVIATION RISKS
THE AVIATION INSURANCE COMPANY OF AFRICA LTD.
P.O. BOX 6777—Tel. 838-1417 —Johannesburg
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LEARN TO FLY
We at the JOHANNESBURG LIGHT PLANE CLUB pride ourselves in what we can offer our members. Only five
miles from the city is the oldest flying club in the Republic. Established in 1927. it has trained more pilots who won
decorations during the war than any other flying club. It has since then seen pilots obtain their commercial licences
and many more their private pilot licences. THE JOHANNESBURG LIGHT PLANE CLUB has the largest collection of Tiger Moths in the world. These old machines still thrill the crowds today with their flying ability.
Besides offering power flying and gliding, we have a licensed club for the whole family. Swimming, tennis and squash
is well represented amongst our members and their families.
Flying instruction is seven days a week on a radio advisory field. We have a medical practitioner here over weekends to
assist new pilots with their medicals. Obtain your private pilots license from J.L.P.C. who also offer instruction for
commercial pilot license, instrument rating, night rating and instructor grades.
If you want aerial photography or charter work done contact us. Or if you want to treat the family to a flip, then don't
hesitate to phone for a booking.
Aircraft available are 150 and 172 Cessnas, Piper Arrow and Cherokee Six. Landing lights are on throughout the
night and we have adequate servicing and maintenance facilities. Phone 830-1406. P.O. Box 27574, Bertsham,
Transvaal.

PARADISE HAS:—

Fourth Prize in Techno Air Rally
5 glorious miles of rock-free,

safe golden beach.

Miles of township-tarred roads.

*Two free weeks accommodation at
Paradise Beach (on the famed Garden Route)

Over R1 000000 spent on beautiful new homes in
only 18 months.
Paradise Beach is a proclaimed township and has
been for over 3 years.

(Value R150}

Many sporting facilities. Tennis, golf,
water skiing, fishing, surfing, etc. etc.

Live your
tomorrows
dreams today
(at Paradise)

6

Registered aerodrome in township area.

7.

4 miles of picturesque lagoons.

8.

Our own shopping facilities.

9.
10.
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Our own Post Office and Telephones
A nature reserve of natural beauty.

11.

Caravan Park already established.

12.

Chi/drens playground-fun for the little ones

13.

Fishing pier for the keen angler.

14.

Marina for the boating enthusiast.

15.

Free Assurance policy with every stand.

GILTUNMER TOWNSHIPS (PTY.) LTD., Box 6378, Jhb.

16.

Over 200 acres of superb parkland.

Telephone Office Monday to Friday 8 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. 636-7528.
Johannesburg

17.

Less than 45 minutes from Port Elizabeth.

Sponsored by

swimming,

Johannesburg Light Plane Club's modern fleet of training and hire aircraft

Learn to fly
today!
Phone: 830-1406
15
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BOLS - FAMOUS ALL OVER THE WORLD

With the compliments of

With compliments of

D. G. CRUICKSHANK
(PTY.) LTD.
SUPPLIERS
OF
ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
AND
EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIERS
UNDER
MUNICIPAL
H P. SCHEME

T. W. BOND (PTY) LTD.

INDUSTRIAL
AND
DOMESTIC
INSTALLATIONS
REPAIR
AND
MAINTENANCE
OF
ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT

Suppliers of steel shutters,
support-work and scaffolding

177 MAIN STREET, KENILWORTH.
JOHANNESBURG
P.O. BOX 49012. ROSETTENVILLE
Telephones: 32-1750 — 32-6768
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P.O. Box 89
Rivonia

Phone:
975-7630

RANDMIX (PTY)

LTD.

PRE-MIXED CONCRETE SUPPLIERS
JOHANNESBURG, PRETORIA AND NEWCASTLE
WE ALSO CATER FOR THE HOME BUILDER
SATURDAY DELIVERIES
Phone Orders: 23-9628
23-9605

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS OF

VESANKOR (PTY.) LTD
FOR ALL YOUR STEEL REINFORCING
REQUIREMENTS

P.O. BOX 31324
BRAAMFONTEIN
TRANSVAAL

OFFICE: 636-7060
YARD: 834-1497
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THE PITTS SPECIAL
By NOELOTTEN

J

The Pitts Special: Mr. E. C. woody

A specialised sport such as aerobatics, requires the use of
specialised equipment. An aeroplane which is strong,
trustworthy and capable, is the immediate essential
requirement.
Many aircraft have been made which fulfil all these requirements, notably the Tiger Moths, Bucker Jungmeister, Stearman and Stampes, all of which are relics of
a bygone age in flying. Present day aircraft include the
Cessna Aerobat, Champion Citabria, Victa Airtourer and
the Beagle Pup, which are all first-rate aerobatic trainers
while the Zlin is one of the few world standard aerobatic machines in production.
One machine has in recent years, captured the imagination of the aerobatic world. This is the diminutive
single sealer, homebuilt biplane called the Pitts Special.
It is an extremely basic and simple aircraft, in fact so much
so, that as one designer put it, "It was out of date when it
was first designed, and that was 30 years ago".
The Pitts Special was designed by Curtiss Pitts of the
United States, and intended to be a "do it yourself"
18

woods, left.

son Johnny.

aeroplane for homebuilders. It took women pilots, such
as Betty Skelton, Caro Bayley and Mary Gaffeney to
prove that this little biplane was more than just a homebuilt fun plane. It was a world-beating, competition aerobatic wonder. The Pitts Special has gained popularity
rapidly. In the United States there are hundreds flying.
Since 1967, every American aerobatic championship has
been won in a Pitts, and with the exception of one pilot,
the victorious American team at the 1970 World
Championships flew this amazing aeroplane.

At present there are 5 Pitts Specials under construction in
South Africa, four of them at Baragwanath alone. The
other one is in Sandton, and is nearly ready to fly.
South Africa, will soon be placed on the aerobatic map.
Along with our own locally designed and built ReedRooivalk, the Pitts Specials are the machines which, it is
hoped, will one day bring the coveted Nesterov trophy to
South Africa.

With the compliments of

PLACO LIMITED
(Distributors of Piper Aircraft and
the Commodore Jet in Southern Africa)

Head Office
P.O. Box Rand Airport, Germiston. Telephone: 51-7722.

Branch Offices
PRETORIA: P.O. Box 1027, Pretoria. Telephone: 53836.
DURBAN: P.O. Box 6002, Durban North. Telephone: 836098.
BLOEMFONTEIN: P.O. Box 36, Tempe, Bloemfontein. Telephone: 71498.
WINDHOEK: P.O. Box 407, Windhoek. Telephone: 3079.

Dealer Organisation
Highveld Aviation (Pty.) Ltd., P.O. Rand Airport, GERMISTON. Telephone: 51-6543
Avex Air (Pty.) Ltd., P.O. Rand Airport, GERMISTON. Telephone: 51-6762.
Goldfields Aviation (Pty.) Ltd., P.O. Box 226, WELKOM. Telephone: 21868.
Cape Aero Services (Pty.) Ltd., D. F. Malan Airport. CAPE TOWN.
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AIR SHOW

BARAGWANATH

12iH AUGUST, 1972

Programme
10.00

17.00

Opening Display
Start of "Techno Air Rally"
Acrobatic Display by Tiger Moths and Citabria
Display of Piper Aircraft
Display of Cessna Aircraft
Display of Beechcrafts
Gliders and Fournier Demonstration
Crop-spraying Demonstration
Demonstration Techno Aero Commander Turbo Shrike
Helicopter Demonstration
Demonstration of Home-built Aircraft
Tiger Moth Race around Airfield
Parachuting Free Fall and Link-up
Tiger Moth—Wing-walking
Fly Past Commercial Jet
Snoopy versus Red Baron
Tiger Moths and Citabria Skill Demonstrations
Techno Demonstration
Demonstration Super Frelon Helicopter
Presentation of Trophies Techno Air Rally and
Tiger Moth Race
S.A.A.F. Harvards Demonstration
Display of S.A.A.F. Jets
Departure of Harvard Squadrons and other visiting Aircraft
End of Air Show

TECHNO AVIATION SERVICES (PTY.) LTD.
Air Charter Operators
•
Sales
•
Maintenance
Huurvliegtuig Organisasie • Verkope • Instandhouding
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JOHANNESBURG LIGHT PLANE CLUB
A Message from the Chairman
In 1927, a small band of enthusiasts formed the Johannesburg Aeronautical Association, which was the
first flying Club in South Africa, and which subsequently became the Johannesburg Light Plane Club.
This has now grown into the largest Club of its kind in the Republic and its Annual Air Show in cooperation with the Aero Club of South Africa has become one of the major aeronautical attractions for the
citizens of the Witwatersrand, whom we welcome here today.
The Club is extremely grateful to the South African Air Force for its continued support and to Messrs.
Crown Mines Limited, the owners of the Aerodrome, for its generosity over the many years of the Club's
occupation.
To the many people and firms who have assisted in the organisation of the display the Club also expresses
its thanks and appreciation.
Pieter Hesselson

Would YO U like to be a Pilot
Join the Johannesburg Light Plane Club and start having fun.
Instruction is available every day including Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays.
Pay only as you learn — takes 40 hours of flying to obtain a Private Licence.
Private Pilots' Licence allows you to carry passengers. Club planes are available at nominal rental.
While Dad or Junior is learning to fly the rest of the family can enjoy tennis, swimming, squash or even a
meal with refreshments from the bar.
We can promise you a whole new world.
P.O. Box 27574, Bertsham, Johannesburg, Transvaal—Or contact the Flight Office.

Baragwanath Airfield/Vliegveld P.O. Box/Posbus 2194
Tel: 830-1100 830-4030
JOHANNESBURG
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The high and the
mighty til fast
CHAMPION

World altitude record sparked by champion.
Walt Cable used Champion Spark Plugs to set the world
altitude record of 43,699 feet in a Continental-powered
Cessna.

CHAMPION
worlds favourite spark plug on land,
on sea, and in the air

World air speed record sparked by Champion.
Darryl Greenamyer specified Champion Spark Plugs for
his Pratt & Whitney-powered Grumman Bearcat and
captured the piston engine World Air Speed Record at
483.041 mph.
@)41528/1

CM
CM

Concorde to SA in 1975

A photo impression of a Concorde in BOAC livery above cloud over Africa.
BOAC plans to operate the supersonic Concorde
between London and Johannesburg during the summer of 1975. it was announced in England when the
British State carrier ordered five of the supersonic
airliners at a cost of £ 115-million.
BOAC chairman Keith Granville said that BOAC intended to put them into operation to four destinations
-South Africa, the United States. Japan and Australia.
Mr. Granville said the routes had been chosen because
BOAC studies had shown that Concorde offered the
greatest advantages when linked to the largest markets
on these routes.
"We have not yet reached the stage, of course, when
we can predict the precise routing and stops," he said.
Mr. Granville said that fares would be "a notch or
two" above the present first-class subsonic fare. The
chairman stressed that it was speed they were selling.

And he added: "The longest sector for a Concorde will
be about three-and-a-half hours. It is speed that
Concorde offers. It will cut the round trip to New
York by almost half.
"Flying from London to South Africa, you will be
able to leave London at lunch-time and eat a good
dinner in Johannesburg after a flight of less than
seven-and-a-half hours".
BOAC plans three weekly Concorde flights between
London and Johannesburg. The Sydney service will
also be three-a-week. Japan will be twice weekly. The
London-New York service will be on a twice-daily
frequency.
The superjets will fly from London to Johannesburg
on the West African route with a big swing over the
sea. The only time the jet will come over land is when
it slows for refuelling at a point to be announcedwhich could be Dakar, Lagos or Accra.

Reprinted by courtesy of "Wings"
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BELTING SUPPLY SERVICES
(PTY.) LTD.
Specialists in Transmission Beltings, Vee 8- Flat Pulleys,
Belt Fasteners, Industrial Rubber Products 8- Hoses

344 COMMISSIONER ST. FAIRVIEW

UNION GRAMOPHONE
SALOONS (PTY.) LTD.

PHONE: 24-1490

With the compliments of

J.H. VILJOEN'S TRANSPORT

COMPLETE HOUSE FURNISHERS, STOCKISTS OF WORLD FAMOUS RADIOS, HI-FI
SETS, PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT, WASHING MACHINES AND SEWING MACHINES.

Cor. Harrison ft Pritchard Streets
Phone: 834-6321
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6 Andries Pretorius Street,
Alberton
Phone: 869-4666

Tony's Portuguese
Market Garden
DOMINION DAIRIES
SUPPLIERS OF
VEGETABLES TO
JOHANNESBURG LIGHT
PLANE CLUB

SUPPLIERS OF
•
•
•
•

DAIRY BELLE
MILK
STERVITA AND
DAIRY PRODUCTS

3A Beaumont Street, Booysens
Telephone: 32-2968

P.O. Box 28558, Southdale
Telephone: 830-1510

CCiMAIR
AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY S.A. (PTY.) LTD.

OVER A QUARTER OF A
CENTURY OF EXPERIENCE
THE LARGEST AVIATION
ORGANISATION IN SOUTHERN
AFRICA SELLING.SERVICING
AND OPERATING AIRCRAFT.

HUGHES

World Wide Aeronautical maps
We also supply:
NARCO RADIOS
Aircraft's finest designed radios for top
class communication.
TELEX MIKE SETS
Designed for keying the microphone
circuits in aircraft transceivers.
KNEE-BOARDS
Various types built with your convenience
in mind.
FLIGHT BAGS
Styled and constructed to meet the needs
of the busy traveller/pilot.
FLIGHT TRAINING MANUALS
Private and commercial
AS WELL AS

JEPPERSON PILOT SUPPLIES
Competitively priced, widely used
computers and plotters.

Comair Centre, P.O. Rand Airport, Transvaal
Telephones: 51-5711 Germiston
836-971 Durban
987-627 Cape Town
51 -446 Pretoria

"EVERY AIRCRAFT NEED FROM ONE SOURCE"
Wholesale distributors to the trade only
Rand Airport, Transvaal. S.A.

Tel. 51-6535/6/7
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AEROBATICS
by Noel Otten

How often have you watched a pilot enjoying himself, (or herself), on a Sunday afternoon doing loops and rolls over the
open countryside; or thrilled to the daring manoeuvres of an airshow stunt pilot as he draws gasps of excitement from the
crowd by doing spectacular low-level flying and stunting. Ever since man first spread his wings and took to the skies, he has
yearned to imitate the birds with their manoeuvrability.

After that first tentative flight by the Wright Brothers at
Kittyhawk in December 1903, it was another 6 years
before man reached a height of 500 ft. But man, being
what he is, and constantly striving to progress, quickly
improved his knowledge of the skies and the efficiency
of his machines, and by 1913, was ready to take his first
step in aerobatics.

Within weeks of each other, a Frenchman called Pegoud
and a Russian cavalry officer named Nesterov, performed
the first recorded loops in history. The First World War
was soon to intervene, and the development of aeroplanes and aerobatics became more a matter of necessity
than a hobby, some of the manoeuvres being named
after the men who developed them. Among the more
famous was the roll off the top, or the Immellmann turn as
it is sometimes called.
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Between the First and Second World Wars, aerobatics
and airshow flying was practically the only way in which
a professional pilot could earn a living. Pilots such as
Colonel Aresti of Spain, Geoffrey Tyson, Jimmy Doolittle and Alan Cobham, thrilled hundreds of thousands of
people, all over the world, during this golden period of
flying. The first outside loop was performed by Doolittle
in 1927. Geoffrey Tyson specialised in picking up handkerchiefs with the wing of his Tiger Moth, whilst
Colonel Aresti's forte was flying upside down under a
ribbon which was suspended only 20 ft. above the
ground. There were many other men during this period
who helped to lay down the foundations of modern
aerobatic flying.
Since the Second World War, a distinct difference between airshow stunt flying and competition aerobatics
has evolved. No longer is aerobatics considered as stunt
flying, but rather as an extremely precise form of flying.
Continued on page 38

with the compliments of

DURABON Concrete Company (Pty.) Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS OF CONCRETE RAILWAY-SLEEPERS

DURABON
68 Fourth Street,
Booysens Reserve,
Johannesburg.
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P.O. Box 38041
Telephone: 834-6301
Tel. Add.: 'SONSLEEP'

AERO SPARES (PTY.) LTD.
GENERAL AIRCRAFT SPARES, ACCESSORIES AND
Phones: 51-7786/7/8

COMPONENTS

Hangar 8 Rand Airport
P.O. Rand Airport
Germiston, Tvl.

Telex 43-0886, Jhb.

Distributors for

BEECHCRAFT
LYCOMING
&
CONTINENTAL S P A R E S
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Want to buy a Jumbo Jet ?
It's hardly likely, but you might very well be interested in buying a
lighter aircraft - or would be if you had the wherewithal!. Aviation
Acceptances can assist you with the purchase of aircraft and other
bigger-than-usual-buys. We've got terms that are most advantageous
to you and resources that might even get you a Jumbo Jet-if you
really wanted one.

AVIATION ACCEPTANCES LTD
4th Floor, Amcor House, Marshall Street, Johannesburg. 836-7761/836-5711
1st Floor. Hallmark Building. 237 Proes Street. Pretoria 30609/35037
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Pioneer House. 664 Main Street. Port Elizabeth 44521

Discourse on Taildraggers
(By S. J. R. Kennard-Davis)

Have you ever sat outside the clubhouse on a
Sunday afternoon and watched a Tiger or a
Chipmunk or a Cub zigzag out across the
grass, turn into the wind, and after a short run,
drift slowly into the air?
Somehow the pilot is not just going from A
to B. He is enjoying himself. He doesn't need
to taxi like a cowboy, there are no steep turns
off the deck, he does not need to prove anything. He simply enjoys flying.
Perhaps I am wrong, but that is the way it
looks to me. Maybe it is nostalgia associated
with the days when all aircraft were tailwheelers. And yet that does not seem to fit.
No. I think it is the respect I feel for a man
who flies such an aircraft in an age when he
could take the easy way out and fly a
Cherokee or a Cessna.
I would say that he enjoys his flying for the
sake of flying. He has had to put himself out
to learn the art of flying a taildragger while
his contemporaries were impressing the girls
with airborne motor cars.
If you fly with him you will notice that he
seems a cut above other pilots, that he
handles the aeroplane surely and smoothly
and that he takes a pride in his flying. Many
old-timers will tell you that you are not a
pilot until you have flown tailwheelers.
I can feel hackles rising already, so let me
hasten to add that I respect two separate
types of aviator-the precision-asymmetricNDB-let-down pilot, and the spot-landingin-a-Tiger type. Each is an art on its own.
However, the best pilots are those who
progress towards both extremes.
The first pilot has an almost mechanical
ability to operate an aeroplane precisely to
the various demands of the instruments, the
let-down procedure and the operator's
manual. This operation requires plenty of
practice and a high degree of concentration.
A precision let-down is a satisfying achievement for any pilot.
The second pilot, the seat-of-the-pants pilot,
is the subject of this discussion; so if I boost
him. it is not at the expense of the other guy.
but rather to encourage the tricycle pilot to
try the rapidly dying art of taildragging. and
thus add to his ability and pleasure.
You may well ask "What is so good about a
tailwheel? Why all this fuss, it can't be very
difficult."
True, it is not difficult, it is simply different.
You will find taxiing, taking-off and landing
quite an experience initially. The first time
you fly a tailwheeler on your own will seem
like your first solo. It will be a great thrill both for you and your instructor.
Do not expect it to be easy. There is no such
thing as a "quick conversion". I have found
that it takes 3 or 4 times as long to convert a
Cherokee pilot on to a Cub, as the other way
round.
You will probably find that some of the

things that you expect to be difficult will
present no problem at all. The stick, instead
of a wheel, will seem quite natural, and the
throttle on the left will fall easily to hand.
The brakes, however, usually heel-brakes.
will feel a bit awkward. Forward visibility,
with the tail down, is limited, to put it mildly.
Incidentally the fuel gauges also do funny
things with the tail down.
Depending on the type, you may have to
learn about prop-swinging, the use of chocks
and how to shout "contact". You will also
learn to look at the wind-sock before taxiing
and will discover the reason for taxiing at a
walking pace.
The term, "ground-loop", will have a new
significance for you. This phenomenon is
caused by the majority of the weight (the
centre of gravity) being behind the main
wheels. It can, therefore, easily be persuaded toovertake the wheels, resulting in an
embarrasing about-turn, sometimes accompanied by a bent wing-tip.
You will learn that it is necessary to use all
three flying controls plus throttle and brakes
merely to taxi in a stiff breeze.
When you are lined up for take-off, the
visibility problem will really come into its
own. You must make sure you are right on
the centre-line, with the nose straight down
the middle. The rudders must be central and
the tail wheel straight.
Take-off technique seems to vary. I prefer to
get the tail up as soon as possible, to improve
visibility. Others like to let it fly up when it is
ready. Whatever your method, you must expect the gyroscopic effect of the propeller to
cause a swing (to the right if it turns anticlock, when viewed from the cockpit).
Once the tail is up. you "feel" her into the air.
and you probably will not even know exactly
when she leaves the ground. There is none of
this roar and rotate business.
In the air. she will fly much the same as any
other aircraft, except that you may find that
you have never really learned to use the
rudder. I think this is because most tailwheelers are old. and they had not refined
aerodynamic design to the stage where rudders are hardly needed.
If you find that it is a full-time job keeping
the ball in the middle, you will know that
this conversion is going to be of real benefit
to you. You may need quite a bit of upper-air
work to sort this problem out. You will
probably also have to brush up your sideslipping, as many old taildraggers have no
flaps.
Your first landings should be three-pointers
from a glide approach. Treat them exactly
like any other landing, only make sure that
the stick is right back and that she is well and
truly stalled when the wheels touch. Failure
to observe this rule will result in the aircraft
emulating a lunatic kangaroo.

If she does bounce you have three choices:1) Full power, nose level and go round again.
2) Power, nose level, sort her out and try
again.
3) If the stick is not right back, hold it where
it is, and then ease back again as she sinks.
At first I would recommend No.I. Later, as
you get the feel of things, you should be able
to decide whether it is safe to use method 2 or
3. depending on the runway length and the
height of the bounce.
Having mastered three-pointers, you will
progress to wheelers, done from a power
approach. With a wheeler, you land tail up
in a horizontal position, and well above the
stalling speed. The main advantages are
good visibility and plenty of aerodynamic
control for cross-winds.
You use a low. flat approach and simply run
the main wheels gently on to the ground,
throttling right back as they touch, and
casing the stick forward at the same instant.
The timing of the stick-forward movement
is as critical as the amount of movement.
Stick-forward too early and you slam into
the ground, the C of G carries the tail down,
increasing your angle of attack, and. Presto,
you fly again. At this stage you must be very
careful not to push her into the ground again
and repeat the performance. A full power goaround is the most gracious way out.
Stick-forward too late-and the effect is the
same. She is on the way up and you will
simply push her down into the second
bounce. Stick-forward too m u c h - a n d you
are in danger of sticking the nose into the
ground. Stick-forward too little-and the
bouncing routine starts again.
Obviously, your rate of sink just prior to
touch-down will determine how much the
tail tries to carry on down, and how much
stick-forward movement is needed. You
should try to roll the wheels on at the minimum possible rate of descent.
After touch-down please, no brakes until
the tail wheel is firmly on the ground and
the stick hard back. Also remember that the
landing is not complete until the aircraft has
come to a dead stop. No fancy radio chatter
for taxi clearance until the wheels have
stopped turning.
If anyone who has a tail wheel on his licence
feels that he is not a better pilot for it. I would
be pleased to hear from him. Somehow I do
not think there will be any letters.
If you do not have a tail wheel on your licence, give it a go. You will find it as much
fun as getting your PPL was.
Incidentally, if anyone can explain why most
STOL aircraft are taildraggers. I should be
pleased to know. Is it only a matter of reduced drag, and a trailing, rather than a
pushed, wheel, for rough surfaces?

Reprinted by courtesy of "Wings"
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TECHNO

GAME RESERVE

An Exciting Combination
for an Exciting Safari

m
For Your Safari Bookings
Techno Aviation Services (Pty.) Ltd.
Telephone: 830-1100; 830-4030
P.O. Box 2194 Johannesburg
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NAME THE PLANE COMPETITION
Entry free for all spectators. Members of the Johannesburg Light Plane Club are excluded from this competition.
CROSS OUT THE INCORRECT NAMES AND SEND YOUR FORM TO:—
Johannesburg Light Plane Club
P.O. Box 27574
Bertsham, Johannesburg, Transvaal
Mark your envelope:—NAME THE PLANE COMPETITION.
The Competition closes on the 28th of August. The Judges' decision is final.
The name of the winner will be published in The Star newspaper.

DAKOTA
AERO COMMANDER
LEAR JET

SUPER CUB
PIPER CHEROKEE
CESSNA

AUSTER
TIGER MOTH
HARVARD

THE WINNER of this competition is entitled to a free return flight for two persons to Mala-Mala, South
Africa's most exclusive game park.
The Winner and one guest will be accommodated for one week-end as the guests of
TECHNO AVIATION SERVICES (PTY) LTD. and MALA-MALA
The trip can be arranged to the convenience of the winner.
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Aclose friend

CROUS AND H U M A N MOTORS
(PTY.) LTD.
Main Road, Roodeport

PHONE: ROBIN THOMPSON or ROBBIE BROEKMEYER
AT

763-5871
for..
-SALES
-SPARES
-SERVICE
General Motors
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S.A. AVIATION INSURANCE POOL
(PROPRIETARY) LIMITED
UNDERWRITING AGENTS FOR 10 WELL KNOWN INSURANCE COMPANIES

Specialists in all types of aviation insurance
P.O. BOX 290

PHONE: 725-4000

JOHANNESBURG

We welcome your enquiries and wish the
organisers of the Baragwanath Air Show
every success

MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OF
AVIATION INSURERS

ONLY WYNIM'S
RACING FORMULA
FOR OIL
CAN GUARANTEE YOU
* 10% saving in fuel
10% more power from your engine

OR YOUR MONEY BACK!!

ujynrrs
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MANUFACTURERS OF

Quality Biscuits
BUY BEST
BUY PYOTT'S
MAKERS OF
THE FAMOUS

Romany Creams

Sponsored by:—

H. H. ROBERTSON (AFRICA) (PTY) LIMITED

A member of the world-wide Robertson Group, specialising in Steel
Roofing, Flooring, Wall Cladding and Ventilation of Industrial Buildings.
Sole manufacturers of I.B.R. Colomet Roofing and Wall Cladding
Sheets.
ROBERTSONS manufacture, supply and erect on site and by keeping
abreast with new developments remain leaders in this ever-growing
industry.
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Ballooning
by
Ted Petersen

Ballooning began in France about 1785, when the Montgolfier brothers succeeded in "inflated"
flight. Since then, balloons of different sizes and shapes have been developed for transport, research,
wartime vehicles and sport. Several years ago, some American enthusiasts began to build and
fly balloons for sport. The organization now claims about 50 licensed balloonists, including
Mr. Ted Peterson, and about 25 balloons, which they race all year round.
Mr. Peterson started flying his hot air balloon, which he has named "Pegasus", about a year ago.
His interest stems from the unique perspective ballooning gives, unobtainable in any other aircraft.
When his design firm transferred him to South Africa, Mr. Peterson decided to bring "Pegasus"
along.
The hot air balloon differs from the gas balloon in that the former is inflated with heated air through
a large opening at the base of the envelope (balloon). The temperature of the air inside the envelope
causes the balloon to ascend or descend. A gas balloon is inflated with gas, then sealed off completely. It ascends when weight is released from the basket and descends when gas is released
from the envelope through a valve.
"Pegasus" has a dacron envelope with a 30,000-cubic-foot capacity. Propane gas provides the fuel
for two burners which heat the air inside the envelope. When aloft, manoeuvrability is achieved
by heating or allowing the air to cool inside the envelope, causing the balloon to ascend or descend
into different wind directions at different altitudes.
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LAGER

FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS
Date
P.O. Box 68585, Bryanston,
Transvaal, South Africa.
I enclose cheque/
postal order for R4.80
THE AVIATION NEWSMAGAZINE OF
AFRICA FOR THE PAST 30 YEARS

Name:
(Block letters)

Subscribe to Wings Over Africa,
the only Journal which keeps you
in touch with aviation events
throughout the whole of Africa.
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SOME AIRCRAFT YOU WILL
SEE TODAY
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A "WALKING" TIGER MOTH

Thanks to a system devised by Colonel Aresti, pilots,
flying any aircraft through an aerobatic sequence, may be
judged accurately and fairly. Using this system, (known
as the Aresti Aerocryptographic System), any manoeuvre
or combination of manoeuvres, including 3 dimensional
ones, may be defined and graphically represented. This
system bases itself on the fact that an aircraft can be controlled in 3 planes; viz., the looping, rolling and yawing
planes. In addition to this, there are 4 lines, i.e. horizontal, 45°, 60° and vertical lines. One more condition has
been added, the condition of time.
Having presented each judge with a copy of the sequence
he intends to do, each pilot must endeavour to fly exactly
the same path through the sky as he has indicated on his
sequence sheet. The judges can now mark him for
roundness of loops, slowness of rolls, (10 sec. or more),
exactness of lines and angles. A competitor loses 1 point
for every 5° out of line and gets marked zero if more than
45° out of line. Apart from doing his manoeuvres without
any omissions, a pilot must also stay within an imaginary
"box" in the shy. This "box" has its upper limit at 1 000
metres, its lower at 100 metres and is approximately
1,000 metres long by 1 000 metres deep. Breaking out of
this box earns the pilot a disqualification.
Aerobatics as a sport, is slowly capturing the imagination
of the world. Already it has national status in countries
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such as Czechoslovakia, Jugoslavia, and U.S.S.R.
Every two years, the World Championships are held,
and the top scoring pilot becomes the World Champion,
while the team with the highest points is awarded the
beautiful Nesterov trophy. The current World Champion
is Egorov of the Soviet Union, whilst the Americans are
the Nesterov trophy holders.
In South Africa, we too are beginning to appreciate aerobatics as a sport, 3 National Championships being held
annually, viz., The Junior, Intermediate and Senior
Championships. A few of our pilots are approaching
world class. Pikkie Rautenbach, Nick Turvey, Scully
Levine and Dennis Bishop have all written their names on
the Senior Trophy, while Mike van Ginkel, Twisty
Winters and Ewold Wessels have represented South
Africa overseas. Peter Nicolas, Noel Otten and Laurie
Kay have done the same to the Junior Trophy.
Aerobatics is no longer the guarded secret of the birds, or
the sport of lunatics; it is the new technical sport of a
technical age. It demands hours of practice, the stamina
of an athlete and the grace of a ballet dancer to perfect it.
So if you have never flown acrobatically, you've never
flown, —and if you've never flown, now is the time to
start.
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MORRIS CENTRE LIFT
— the highest level of
crane design
D Designed and built by South Africans from South African material
the Morris Centre Lift Electric Overhead Travelling Crane incorporates many features which extend its versatility, in the 5-30
ton range.
D With its low head room, building height can be reduced, while the
hook approaches offer edge-to-edge lifting.
D Low wheel loadings make for a considerable saving in gantry and
building construction costs.
D Mechanically, the Morris Centre Lift gives continuous high
performance with minimum maintenance through its oil-immersed
gears and ball bearings.
P Creep speeds and excellent heights of lift; cage or pendant control;
slip-ring motors on main travel.
D Qualified Crane Sales Engineers availab'e countrywide, to advise
on your handling problems.
D These are some of the features you will find when you . . .

. . . take up with Morris
Sales and Factory

HERBERT MORRIS
(S.A.) (PTY)

LTD.

Box 149, Benoni, Transvaal. Tel: 54-6991, 22-5413, 54-5530

MORRIS

Gunston

